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SINGLE PARTICLE POTENTIAL OF A � HYPERONIN NUCLEAR MATTERJanusz D¡browskiTheoretial Division, Soªtan Institute for Nulear StudiesHo»a 69, 00-681 Warsaw, Poland(Reeived August 25, 1999)The isospin and spin dependene of the real part of the single-partilepotential of a� hyperon in nulear matter, V̂� , is investigated. The isospin,spin, and spin-isospin dependent parts V� , V� , and V�� of ~V� are expressedin terms of an e�etive �N interation in nulear matter. With suitableapproximations numerial results for V� , V� , and V�� are obtained for fourmodels of the Nijmegen baryon-baryon interation. A omparison withreent (K�; ��) experiments favors model F as a realisti representationof the �N interation.PACS numbers: 21.80.+a 1. IntrodutionWe want to investigate the single partile (s.p.) potential felt by a �hyperon moving in nulear matter omposed of Z" protons with spin up, Z#with spin down, N" neutrons with spin up, and N# with spin down. Insteadof Z"; Z#; N"; N#, we may use the following parameters to haraterize theomposition of nulear matter: the total number of nuleons A = Z"+Z#+N"+N#, the proton or isospin exess parameter �� = (Z"+Z#�N"�N#)=A,the spin exess parameter �� = (Z"+N"�Z#�N#)=A, and the spin-isospinexess parameter ��� = (Z" +N# � Z# �N")=A.The s.p. potential of a �+ hyperon with spin up/down moving withmomentum k� in nulear matter, is in the linear approximation in the threeexess parameters:V�+"=#(k�) = V0(k�) + 12��V� (k�)� 14��V�(k�)� 12���V�� (k�): (1)Assuming harge-independene of the baryon-baryon interation, wehave for the s.p. potential of the �� and �0 hyperons:(2783)



2784 J. D¡browskiV��"=#(k�) = V0(k�)� 12��V� (k�)� 14��V�(k�)� 12���V�� (k�); (2)V�0"=#(k�) = V0(k�)� 14��V�(k�): (3)In priniple V� and V�� depend on the angle between k� and the spinquantization axis, as is disussed in the ase of the nuleon s.p. potentialin [1℄. In the present paper this dependene on the diretion on k� is ignored,beause we onsider the ase of a pure entral �N e�etive interation, inwhih this dependene does not appear.Similarly as it was notied �rst by Lane [2℄ in the ase of the nuleons.p. potential in nulear matter with isospin exess, the s.p. potentials V�+"=#,V��"=# , and V�0"=# are averaged versions of a more fundamental formula:V̂�(k�) = V0(k�) + V� (k�)t�TA=A+ V�(k�)s�SA=A+ V�� (k�)Ŷ =A; (4)where t� is the � isospin (t�3 = �1; 0 for ��; �0) and TA is the nulearisospin, TA = PAi=1 ti [ti is the isospin of the i-th nuleon (ti3 = 12 forprotons and �12 for neutrons), TA3 = (Z � N)=2℄, s� is the � spin, SAis the nulear spin, SA = PAi=1 si [si is the spin of the i-th nuleon℄, andŶ = 4PAi=1(sis�)(tit�).Partiularly important for the struture of� hypernulear states is the soalled Lane potential V� . The existene of the only observed � hypernulearbound state of 4�He is stritly onneted with a strong Lane potential V�[3, 4℄.In this paper, in Se. 2, I present the alulation of V� , V�, and V�� ,whih starts from the e�etive �N interation in nulear matter, K. InSe.3, I present and disuss the results for V� , V�, and V�� , obtained with Kalulated in [5℄ in the low order Bruekner (LOB) theory for four models ofthe Nijmegen baryon-baryon interation. The present disussion is restritedto the real � potential � the imaginary part of K in the isospin 12 hannel(due to the �N ! �N onversion) is ignored.The present paper is an extension of Ref. [6℄ in whih the Lane potentialV� has been disussed.2. Expressions for V� , V�, and V��The derivation of the expressions for V� , V�, and V�� is similar. I shallpresent the proedure more in detail only in the ase of V� . In the remainingases of V� and V�� , I shall only outline the proedure.



Single Partile Potential of a � Hyperon in Nulear Matter 27852.1. Expression for V�While alulating V� we assume that�� = ��� = 0: (5)In this ase nulear matter beomes a two-omponent system haraterizedby proton and neutron densities �p and �n, onneted with the respetiveproton and neutron Fermi momenta �� and �� by:�� = (3�2�p)1=3 = kF (1 + �� )1=3; �� = (3�2�n)1=3 = kF (1� �� )1=3: (6)where kF = [3�2�=2℄1=3; � = �p + �n: (7)Eqs (1), (2) and (3) take the simpler form:V��(k�) = V0(k�)� 12��V� (k�); V�0(k�) = V0(k�): (8)Notie that the s.p. potential is now spin-independent, and we use thenotation V�� for V��" = V��# , and V�0 for V�0" = V�0# .To derive the expression for V� , we start from the de�nition of V� , whihfollows from Eq. (8): V� (k�) = 2[�V�+(k�)=��� ℄��=0: (9)The s.p. potential V�+ depends on the two densities �p and �n, orequivalently on the two Fermi momenta �� = kF (1 + �� )1=3, and �� =kF (1 � �� )1=3. This leads to the dependene of V�+ on �� , whih appearsin Eq. (9). To determine this dependene, let us write the expression forV�+ in terms of the �N (N = p or n for protons or neutrons) e�etiveinteration in our two-omponent nulear matter, K�N (���� ):V�+(k�) = kN<��XkN (k�kN jK�+p(���� )jk�kN )+ kN<��XkN (k�kN jK�+n(���� )jk�kN ); (10)where spins are suppressed in our notation.To obtain the expression for V� , we have to alulate � aording toEq. (9) � the derivative of V�+ with respet to �� at �� = 0, taking intoaount the dependene of �� and �� on �� , as given by Eq. (6).The derivative onsists of two additive parts.



2786 J. D¡browskiThe �rst part omes from the dependene on �� of the limits of the sumsin Eq. (10). Its ontribution to V� , whih we denote by V (0)� , an be easilyalulated, and the result is:V (0)� (k�) = 12A� Z dk̂N4� (k�kN jK�+p(kF )�K�+n(kF )jk�kN )�kN=kF ;(11)where K�+p(n)(kF )=K�+p(n)(�� =kF ; �� =kF ) is de�ned for Z=N=A=2:The seond part omes from the intrinsi dependene of K on �� and �� .Its ontribution to V� , whih we denote by V (I)� , is:V (I)� (k�) = 23PkN<kFkN (k�kN jkF�� ���� � ������K�+p(���� ) +K�+n(���� )����=��=kF jk�kN ): (12)The most di�ult part of V� = V (0)� +V (I)� is V (I)� . Whereas V (0)� is expressedby K�N (kF ), the e�etive �N interation in nulear matter with Z = N , todetermine V (I)� we should know K�N (���� ), the e�etive �N interation ina two omponent nulear matter with Z 6= N . A alulation of K�N (���� )starting from realisti �N interation would be very tedious and so far hasnot been performed. On the other hand, results for the simpler e�etiveinteration K�N (kF ), obtained with the Bruekner theory, are available inthe literature. To be able to use the results obtained for K�N(kF ) in ourtheory of the Lane potential V� , we introdue the single density (or sin-gle Fermi momentum) approximation, applied originally in the problem ofspin symmetry energy of liquid 3He [7℄, and later in the problem of the nu-lear isospin [8℄ and spin [9, 1℄ symmetry energy. Namely, we introdue thefollowing simplifying assumptions:K�+p(���� ) � K�+p(�� ); (13)K�+n(���� ) � K�+n(�� ): (14)Approximation (13) says that the e�et of the proton exess on the �+pe�etive interation in nulear matter is determined primarily by the shiftin Fermi momentum of protons. This assumption seems to be physiallyplausible and it orresponds exatly to the way in whih the ation of theexlusion priniple is altered by the proton exess. The motivation of ap-proximation (14), whih applies to the �+n interation, is analogous.



Single Partile Potential of a � Hyperon in Nulear Matter 2787By applying approximations (13) and (14) in Eq. (12), we get the fol-lowing approximate expression for V (I)� :V (I)� (k�) � 23 kN<kFXkN (k�kN jkF ddkF nK�+p(kF )�K�+n(kF )ojk�kN ): (15)Now, we introdue expliitly spins suppressed so far in our notation. Wedenote by sms the total �N spin and its z-projetion. Furthermore, let usintrodue the total �N isospin T (= 12 ; 32). Eqs (11) and (15) take the form(with x = �):V (0)x (k�) = 16A� Z dk̂N4� (k�kN jAx(kF )jk�kN )�kN=kF ; (16)V (I)x (k�) � 29 kN<kFXkN (k�kN jkF ddkF Ax(kF )jk�kN ); (17)where A� (kF ) =Xsms hK(smsT = 32 ; kF )�K(smsT = 12 ; kF )i; (18)where K(smsT ; kF ) is the diagonal matrix element of the e�etive �N inter-ation in the smsT representation in the ase of Z" = Z# = N" = N# = A=4.We onlude this Subsetion with an approximate expression for V (0)� .First, let us write the expression for V0,V0(k�) = 16 kN<kFXkN (k�kN jXT (2T + 1)Xsms K(smsT ; kF )jk�kN )= XT V0(T; k�) ; (19)whih follows from expression (10). Now, the approximate expression forV (0)� is: V (0)� (k�) � ~V (0)� (k�) = V0(32 ; k�)� 2V0(12 ; k�) : (20)To obtain this approximate relation between V (0)� (k�) and the partsV0(T; k�) of V0(k�) produed by the e�etive interation in the �N stateswith isospin T , one approximates V (0)� , Eq. (16), by its value averaged overthe nuleon momenta kN in nulear matter. That means, one introdueson the right hand side of expression (16) the sum 4PkN =A, whih leadsimmediately to expression (20).



2788 J. D¡browski2.2 Expression for V�Here we assume that �� = ��� = 0, and the resulting two-omponentsystem is haraterized by the densities �" and �# of spin up and spin downnuleons, onneted with the respetive Fermi momenta �� and ��.Eqs (1), (2) and (3) take the form:V�"=#(k�) = V0(k�)� 14��V�(k�): (21)The s.p. potential is now harge-independent, and we use the notation V�"=#for V�+"=# = V��"=# = V�0"=#. Eq. (21) implies thatV�(k�) = 4[�V�"(k�)=��� ℄��=0: (22)The s.p. potential V�" is determined by:V�"(k�) = kN<��XkN (k�kN jK�"N"(����)jk�kN )+ kN<��XkN (k�kN jK�"N#(����)jk�kN ) ; (23)where isospins (i.e., harges) are suppressed in the notation.By inserting expression (23) into Eq. (22) we get V� = V (0)� + V (I)� , withV (0)� (k�) = A� Z dk̂N4� (k�kN jK�"N"(kF )�K�"N#(kF )jk�kN )�kN=kF ;(24)V (I)� (k�) = 43PkN<kFkN (k�kN jkF�� ���� � �����nK�"N"(����) +K�"N#(����)o���=��=kF jk�kN ); (25)where K�"N"=#(kF ) = K�"N"=#(�� = kF ; �� = kF ). Now we introdue thesingle density approximation:K�"N"(����) � K�"N"(��); (26)K�"N#(����) � K�#N"(��): (27)



Single Partile Potential of a � Hyperon in Nulear Matter 2789By applying approximations (26) and (27) in Eq. (25), we get the fol-lowing approximate expression for V (I)� :V (I)� (k�) � 43 kN<kFXkN �k�kN jkF ddkF nK�"N"(kF )�K�"N#(kF )ojk�kN� :(28)After introduing expliitly isospins suppressed so far in our notation,we get for V (0)� and for the single density approximation of V (I)� expressions(16) and (17) withA� =XT (2T + 1)h2K(11T ; kF )�K(10T ; kF )�K(00T ; kF )i: (29)The approximate expression for V (0)� , analogous to approximation (20)is: V (0)� (k�) � ~V (0)� (k�) = 4[2V0(s=1ms=1; k�)�V0(s=1ms=0; k�)� V0(s=0; k�)℄; (30)where V0(sms; k�) is the part of V0(k�) produed by the e�etive interationin the �N spin state sms.2.2. Expression for V��Here we assume that �� = �� = 0, and the resulting two-omponentsystem is haraterized by Z" = N# and Z# = N", or by the orrespond-ing densities 2Z"=
 and 2Z#=
 (where 
 is the volume of the system),onneted with the respetive Fermi momenta ��� and ��� .Eqs (1), (2) and (3) take the form:V�+"=#(k�) = V0(k�)� 12���V�� (k�);V��"=#(k�) = V0(k�)� 12���V�� (k�);V�0"=#(k�) = V0(k�); (31)and we have V�� (k�) = 2[�V�+" (k�)=���� ℄���=0: (32)



2790 J. D¡browskiThe s.p. potential V�+" is given by:V�+" (k�) =PkN<���kN (k�kN jK�+" p"(������ ) +K�+" n#(������ )jk�kN )+PkN<���kN (k�kN jK�+" p#(������ ) +K�+" n"(������ )jk�kN ): (33)Eqs (32) and (33) lead to V�� = V (0)�� + V (I)�� , withV (0)�� (k�) = 12A� Z dk̂N4� (k�kN jK�+" p"(kF ) +K�+" n#(kF )�K�+" p#(kF )�K�+" n"(kF )jk�kN )�kN=kF ; (34)V (I)�� (k�) = 23 kN<kFXkN (k�kN jkF�� ���� � �����nK�+" p"(������ ) +K�+" n#(������ )+K�+" p#(������ ) +K�+" n"(������ )o����=���=kF jk�kN ): (35)The single density approximation is assumed in the form:K�+" p"(������ ) � K�+" p"(��� ); K�+" n#(������ ) � K�+" n#(��� ); (36)K�+" p#(������ ) � K�+" p#(��� ); K�+" n"(������ ) � K�+" n"(��� ): (37)With approximations (36) and (37), Eq. (35) beomes:V (I)�� (k�) � 23 kN<kFXkN (k�kN jkF ddkF nK�+" p"(kF ) +K�+" n#(kF )�K�+" p#(kF )�K�+" n"(kF )ojk�kN ): (38)When we introdue the Tsms representation, we get for V (0)�� and for thesingle density approximation of V (I)�� expressions (16) and (17) withA�� = 2K(1132 ; kF ) +K(1012 ; kF ) +K(0012 ; kF )�2K(1112 ; kF )�K(1032 ; kF )�K(0032 ; kF ) : (39)



Single Partile Potential of a � Hyperon in Nulear Matter 2791The approximate expression for V (0)�� , analogous to approximations (20)and (30) isV (0)�� (k�) � ~V (0)�� (k�) = 2V0(s=1ms=1T = 32 ; k�)+2V0(s=1ms=0T = 12 ; k�) + 2V0(s=0T = 12 ; k�)� V0(s=0T = 32 ; k�)�4V0(s=1ms=1T = 12 ; k�)� V0(s=1ms=0T = 32 ; k�); (40)where V0(smsT; k�) is the part of V0(k�) produed by the e�etive intera-tion in the �N spin-isospin state smsT . TABLE IDi�erent omponents (in MeV) of V�(k� = 0) alulated at kF = 1:35 fm�1 withthe YNG interation obtained from the indiated models of the �N interation.x Model V0 V (0)x ( ~V (0)x ) V (I)x VxD -13.1 51.0 (51.3) 4.1 55.1� F 23.5 67.4 (70.2) 13.1 80.4SC -9.6 13.3 (14.4) 17.7 31.0NSC -16.6 -26.3 (-25.8) -10.4 -36.7D -13.1 66.3 (56.2) 0.5 66.8� F 23.5 68.3 (60.5) 4.0 72.3SC -9.6 19.1 (17.1) -15.8 3.3NSC -16.6 -21.9 (-26.5) -18.6 -40.4D -13.1 61.9 (61.1) 2.1 63.9�� F 23.5 88.3 (87.2) 7.3 95.6SC -9.6 50.6 (52.1) 5.8 56.3NSC -16.6 63.8 (65.0) 6.9 70.73. Results for the YNG interation and disussionIn alulating V (0)x , Eq. (16), and V (I)x , Eq. (17), I have used the YNGe�etive �N interation of Yamamoto et al. [5℄. It is a on�guration spaerepresentation of the G-matrix alulated in the LOB approximation fromthe model D [10℄, model F [11℄, and the soft-ore (SC) model [12℄ of the Ni-jmegen baryon-baryon interation. I use also the YNG interation obtainedfrom the new soft-ore (NSC) model of Rijken, Stoks, and Yamamoto [13℄.In the ase of V� all these YNG interations have been applied and disussedin [6℄.



2792 J. D¡browskiThe results for V0, V (0)x , ~V (0)x , and Vx = V (0)x + ~V (I)x (for x = �; �, and��), alulated at k� = 0 with the YNG interation are shown in Table I.The YNG interation is onstruted so that it simulates the G-matrixin the ground states of the system of a � hyperon in nulear matter, and itis best suited for the ase of k� = 0, presented in Table I. Calulation fork� > 0 show that the dependene of Vx(k�) on k� is weak [e.g., V� (k� = 1fm�1) di�ers from V� (k� = 0) by less than 2 %℄.Beause of the LOB approximation applied in [5℄ and [13℄, the aurayof our results may appear unertain. In the LOB approximation pure kinetienergies are used in the intermediate states of the G-matrix equation, andthe spetrum of these states has a gap at the Fermi momentum. As is wellknown, this approximation seriously a�ets V0 (it shifts it towards morepositive values � see, e.g., [14℄). However, Vx (x = �; �; ��) are determinedby di�erenes between the K matries, and one may hope that the LOBapproximation a�ets them to a muh lesser degree, i.e., that Vx is muhless sensitive than V0 to the hoie of the spetrum of the intermediate statesin the G-matrix equation. This may be demonstrated for V� in the ase ofthe D model. For this model, the G-matrix alulation at kF = 1:35 fm�1performed with a ontinuous spetrum led to V0 = �36:2 MeV [15℄ whihdi�ers essentially from the LOB value of �13:1 MeV in Table I. On the otherhand, the results of Ref. [15℄ lead to ~V (0)1 = 60:5 MeV whih is reasonablylose to the value of 51.3 MeV in Table I.In alulating V (I)x , we applied the single density approximation, Eqs(13), (14), (26), (27), (36), (37). The single density approximation relies onthe plausible assumption, that the e�et of nulear matter on the interationbetween � hyperon and nuleon with given spin and isospin is dominatedby the density of these nuleons. Unfortunately, we are not able to presenta quantitative estimate of the auray of this approximation. It shouldbe stressed however that in the important ase of model F V (I)x is only aorretion to V (0)x equal 20 % for x = � , 6 % for x = �, and 8 % for x = �� .(In other ases the situation is di�erent. E.g., in the ase of the SC modelV (I)� is bigger than V (0)� .)The experimental information on on V� omes mainly from the strange-ness exhange reations (K�; �). Namely, the observed pion spetrum issensitive to the �nal state interation of the produed � hyperons withthe nulear ore (see, e.g., [16℄). Reently the (K�; �) spetra have beenmeasured at BNL [17�20℄ (at pK = 600 MeV/) with an order of magni-tude better statistis than reported in the early CERN experiments. In ourdisussion, we shall restrit ourselves to the BNL results.Let us start our disussion with V0. Exept for YNG(Model F), all theremaining YNG interations, when used in Eq. (19), give resulting negative



Single Partile Potential of a � Hyperon in Nulear Matter 2793values for V0, i.e., V0 is attrative. The YNG(Model F) interation onthe other hand leads to an repulsive V0 with V0(k� = 0) = 23:5 MeV.Now the (K�; �+) spetrum observed in the BNL experiments on the 9Betarget [17, 19℄ learly indiates that the interation of the produed ��hyperon with the nulear ore is repulsive [16, 18℄. The best agreementwith the measured �+ spetrum was obtained in [16℄ for V0 � 20 MeV. Thisobviously favors model F as a realisti representation of the �N interation.Let us notie that this onlusion is onsistent with the analysis of the energylevels of �� atoms, whih also indiates that the �-nuleus interation isrepulsive [21℄.When omparing our result for Vx with experimental data, we restritourselves to the Lane potential V� , beause this is the part of V� whih ispartiularly important for � hypernulear states, and whih may be simplyrelated to the existing BNL data. In the following disussion I follow theonsiderations presented in [6℄.First of all, we shall disuss the BNL experiments on the 9Be target[17�19℄.Let us start with the simpler ase of the (K�; �+) reation in whih onlyone diret elementary strangeness exhange proess K�p ! �+�� ours.As mentioned before, the observed �+ spetrum implies that the interationof �� with the nulear ore is repulsive, V�� � 20 MeV [16℄.The �� spetrum observed in the BNL (K�; ��) experiments indiatesthat the �nal state interation of the � hyperon is less repulsive than in the(K�; �+) reation or possibly even attrative [18℄. Here, two elementaryproesses may our: (A) K�p ! ���+, and (B) K�n ! ���0. Thedi�erene between the �nal state interation in ase (A) and that in the(K�; �+) reation is [see Eq. (8)℄: �V (A) � V�+ � V�� = ��V� = �14V�(Z = 3; N = 5 in the nulear ore in the �nal state). For the same di�erenein ase (B), we have �V (B) � V�0 � V�� = 12��V� = 12�V (A) 1. If we usefor V� in the nulear ore our model F nulear matter result from Table I, weget �V (A) ' �20 MeV and �V (B) ' �10 MeV. This are sizable dereasesin the repulsion, required by the omparison of the �+ and �� BNL spetra.This is an additional argument in favor of model F of the Nijmegen baryon-baryon interation, beause the remaining Nijmegen models lead to a muhweaker Lane potential (in this respet the worst is model NSC whih givesa negative V� ).1 Whereas the pion spetra in ase (A) and in the (K�; �+) reation depend on thes.p. states of the target protons, the pion spetrum in ase (B) depends on the s.p.states of the target neutrons. The e�et of this di�erene requires a more detailedinvestigation.



2794 J. D¡browskiFinally, let us mention the (K�; ��) experiments at BNL on the 4Hetarget [19, 20℄. They on�rmed the existene of of a bound state of 4�He,originally reported in the 4He(Stopped K�; ��) reation [22℄. The existeneof this bound state was predited by Harada et al. [3℄. In their theoretialdesription of this state, Harada and Akaishi [4℄ apply phenomenologial �Ninterations, in partiular the interation SAP-F simulating at low energiesthe Nijmegen model F interation. With this phenomenologial interation,they alulate the � s.p. potential in the A = 3 nulear ore, whih turnsout to have a strong Lane omponent V� whih at the enter of the nulearore is equal 78.7 MeV2. This is lose to the orresponding value of 80.4 MeVin Table I, although the A = 3 system an hardly be onsidered as a pieeof nulear matter.Our general onlusion onerning V0 and V� is that among the Nijmegenmodels of the baryon-baryon interation only model F is ompatible withthe BNL data3.I onlude this paper with some remarks on the history of � hypernulei.Let me remind you that it is model F that has led to the binding energy ofthe � hyperon in nulear matter agreeing well with experiment thus solvingthe so alled overbinding problem [23℄. Naturally, when we started work-ing on the problem of � hyperons in nulear matter, we originally appliedmodel F, and obtained a repulsive � s.p. potential. At that time, however,the CERN data on the strangeness exhange reations seemed to reveal theexistene of narrow � hypernulear states whih suggested an attrative �s.p. potential. Consequently after disussions at the 1979 Jabªonna Hy-pernulear Conferene, we swithed to the earlier Nijmegen model D whihleads to an attrative �-nuleus potential [15℄. Atually, till the reent BNLexperiments in whih the narrow � states disappeared, everybody in the�eld used interations ompatible with an attrative �-nuleus potential.This was so beause the CERN experimental results were aepted withoutreservations in spite of their insu�ient statistis.This researh was partly supported by Komitet Bada« Naukowyh underGrant No. 2-P03B-048-12.
2 The analogial value of V� suggested in [4℄ is 23.1 MeV, i.e., muh less than our valueof 72.3 MeV in Table I. As far as the �� term is onerned, it appears that the orretoperator is Ŷ , Eq. (4), and not the operator (SAs�)(TAt�) suggested in [4℄.3 Our onlusion is ompatible with reent studies of �+p sattering at KEK [24℄.
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